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Significant work has gone into determining the minimal set of entropy inequalities that determine
the holographic entropy cone. Holographic systems with three or more parties have been shown to
obey additional inequalities that generic quantum systems do not. We consider a two dimensional
conformal field theory that is a single boundary of a holographic system and find four additional non-
linear inequalities which are derived from strong subadditivity and the formula for the entanglement
entropy of a region on the conformal field theory. We also present an equality obtained by application
of a hyperbolic extension of Ptolemy’s theorem to a two dimensional conformal field theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Finding new information theoretic inequalities in quantum information theory has proven to be a difficult enterprise.
Since the discovery of strong subadditivity and weak monotonicity almost fifty years ago [1], there have been no new
non-conditional confirmed inequalities that are provably true for all quantum systems, even though there is strong
evidence that such inequalities must exist [2]. There has been, however, recent progress on inequalities that are true
for all quantum systems that possess a semi-classical gravity dual through holography. In particular, it has been
shown that such systems satisfy monogamy of mutual information (MMI), as shown by [3]:
SAB + SBC + SAC ≥ SA + SB + SC + SABC . (I.1)
for systems of three parties or greater. Indeed, for 3 or 4 party holographic systems this new relation is the only
additional inequality needed to completely parametrize the space of allowed entanglement entropies[4], or the "holo-
graphic cone." For holographic systems with more than 4 parties, further true nontrivial holographic entanglement
entropy inequalities have been found, as well, including an infinite family consisting of generalizations of the MMI
inequality[4]. We will defer to those works for more detailed review of the specific methods used therein.
It is interesting to note that the inequalities found in [4] are all linear inequalities that relate finite sums of
entanglement entropies to finite sums of entanglement entropies. It can easily be shown, however, that for the
extremal rays that bound the holographic cone are generally realized by multiboundary wormhole geometries.[5] The
reason for this is that for geometries with only a single CFT boundary, it is not possible to simultaneously set the
relative ratios of both the finite and divergent parts of the entanglement entropy to the same relative ratios. It
is therefore possible that if we restrict our attention to the set of holographic theories for which there is only one
boundary CFT we will find new, and indeed non-linear entanglement entropy inequalities. Such theories are of great
interest in holography, as in many cases analyses of a single CFT are much more tractable than multiple entangled
CFT’s.
It is useful at this point to briefly review the relevant entanglement entropy equation for conformal field theory.
The Cardy entanglement entropy formula gives, for a two-dimensional CFT, that
SA =
c
3 ln
(
L
pi
sin piA
L
)
(I.2)
where c is the central charge of the CFT, L is the length of the total system, A is the length of subsystem A, and 
is the UV cutoff[6]. We will focus on the cse where A << L, where the above simplifies to the more familiar
SA =
c
3 ln
A

. (I.3)
In addition to the fact that the above equation exists, two dimensional conformal field theories are interesting as
the Virasoro algebra describing their symmetries is infinite dimensional, allowing very general statements to be made
about them solely from symmetry considerations.
The organization of the paper will be as follows: section II will describe the method we use to find new non-
linear inequalites of the type described above. Section III will present a novel non-linear equality derivable from the
hyperbolic generalization of Ptolemy’s theorem. Finally, we conclude in section IV with some future directions.
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2II. NON-LINEAR ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY INEQUALITIES
Let us consider the case of two regions A and B on a 2-D CFT separated by a region S with all three regions small
compared to the total size of the CFT. There are two cases for the term SAB depending on the size of the separation
Figure 1: Two regions A and B on a 2D CFT separated by a region S
region relative to the primary regions: In other words, if S ≥
√
(A+B)2
4 +AB − A+B2 then SAB = SA + SB , and if
Figure 2a: SAB = SA + SB
Figure 2b: SAB = SABS + SS
3S ≤
√
(A+B)2
4 +AB − A+B2 then SAB = SABS + SS .
Let’s consider the standard subadditivity inequality,
SA + SB ≥ SAB . (II.1)
Let’s consider the case where SAB = SS + SABS . Using Cardy-Calabrese from above we can rewrite this as
SA ≥ SS + c3 ln
ABS

− c3 ln
B

. (II.2)
By combining the logarithms, we interestingly get that the ’s cancel:
SA ≥ SS + c3 ln
ABS
B
. (II.3)
which becomes
SA ≥ SS + c3 ln
(
1 + AS
B
)
. (II.4)
Recall that, using Cardy-Calabrese as above, that
SAS − SB = c3 ln
AS
B
, (II.5)
which we can invert to get that
AS
B
= e 3c (SAS−SB). (II.6)
Inserting this back into equation II.4, we get
SA ≥ SS + c3 ln
(
1 + e 3c (SAS−SB)
)
. (II.7)
Using similar methods, we are able to prove four such independent non-linear inequalities, by taking different limits
of A, B, and S, and considering as our initial inequality either strong subadditivity or subadditivity. It’s interesting
to note that beginning with weak monotonicity or Araki-Lieb does not give non-indepedent inequalities from SSA
and SA. We report the remaining inequalities in a table below.
Initial Inequality Non-linear Inequality Restrictions
SA + SB ≥ SAB SA ≥ SS + c3 ln
(
1 + e 3c (SAS−SB)
)
SAB = SABS + SS
SAB + SAS ≥ SA + SABS SAB ≥ SA + c3 ln
(
1 + e 3c (SB−SAS)
)
SAS + SBS ≥ SS + SABS SAS ≥ SS + c3 ln
(
1 + e 3c (SB−SAS)
)
SAS + SBS ≥ SS + SABS SAS ≥ c3 ln
(
1 + e 3c (SAS−SB)
)
SAB = SA + SB
These inequalities provide additional nonlinear constraints on top of the known holographic cone constraints that
apply when there is only one CFT boundary.
III. HYPERBOLIC EXTENSION OF PTOLEMY’S THEOREM
There is another novel constraint that can be made for systems with only a single CFT boundary, resulting from
Ptolemy’s theorem, and the Ryu-Takayanagi [7] dual description of entanglement entropies as geodesics, that
SA =
Area
4GN
(III.1)
Recall that Ptolemy’s theorem in plane geometry states that, for cyclic quadrilaterals, the product of the lengths
of the diagonals is equal to the sum of the product of the lengths of the opposing sides.
4Figure 3: The geodescics in AdS3 connecting boundary points of two disjoint regions on a 2D CFT
There exists an extension of Ptolemy’s theorem to hyperbolic space that states that four points in a space with a
Poincaré metric lie on a circle, line, horocircle, or one branch of an equidistant curve if and only if the determinant
| sinh2(PiPj/2)| vanishes, where PiPj is the geodesic length between points Pi and Pj . Bao et al. [4] argued that for
single boundary spacetimes the divergent portion of the geodesic lengths must cancel allowing us to consider only the
finite portion of the geodesic lengths. If we consider two disjoint regions A and B on a 2D CFT, then the boundary
points of these regions lie on a circle in the dual AdS3 theory. We then know that the determinant | sinh2(2G3NSij)|
vanishes where Sij is the entanglement entropy of the region defined by the boundary points i and j. Evaluating
this and expressing all entanglement entropies in terms of the two regions A and B as well as the smaller separation
region S and dropping the G’s we obtain the following constraint on 2D CFT entanglement entropies:
sinh4(2SA) sinh4(2SB)− 2 sinh2(2SA) sinh2(2SBS) sinh2(SAS) sinh2(2SB)
−2 sinh2(2SA) sinh2(2SS) sinh2(2SABS) sinh2(2SB) + sinh4(2SBS) sinh4(2SAS)
− sinh2(2SBS) sinh2(2SS) sinh2(2SABS) sinh2(2SAS) + sinh4(2SS) sinh4(2SABS) = 0.
(III.2)
We note that the equality that we describe above would be turned into an inequality due to corrections from
bulk matter density. This can be derived in a more formal way using Gromov CAT (k) space[9]. Unfortunately this
does not appear to be very amenable to simplification, though it does have the pleasing feature of being an equality
as opposed to an inequality that is true for two dimensional CFT that are a single boundary of a semi-classical
gravitational theory.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented four new non-linear entanglement entropy inequalities derived from strong subadditivity
and subadditivity as well as one exact equality derived from a hyperbolic extension of Ptolemy’s theorem, all of which
hold for regions on a 2D CFT. These findings provide significant additional constraints on the entanglement entropies
of regions of 2D CFTs of a single boundary.
A potential direction for future investigation is what happens when we extend this strategy to higher dimensional
CFT’s that are nevertheless also single boundary holographic theories. The arguments that the extremal rays of
the full holographic cone cannot be realized on a single boundary are not dependent on dimension. While it is true
that the precise form of the entanglement entropy is not known in those theories, because much of the argument
is indepedent of an overall scaling it’s possible that knowing the scaling of the entanglement entropies would be
sufficient to find similar types of inequalities.
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